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Using outmoded equipment and hampered by lack of trained
rsonnel, naval hospitals have managed to put together a tight,
well integrated system of punched card data processing over the
it three years.
The program began with a pilot study in payroll and
accrual accounting published in 1961 by the U. S, Naval Hospital,
Portsmouth, Virginia, from there, it has spread to all naval
hospitals and Includes all types of data from accounting data
to medical research data to ; oad scheduling and control data.
But despite very substantial progress, naval hospitals have
barely scratched the surface of the potential offered by computers,
The naval hospital of the future must b repared to acquire
and use computerized information systems if it is to survive
the new knowledge and information being generated in the "infoi
tion explosion" of today.
The purpose in writing this paper is to trace the develop-
ment of the data processing program in naval hospitals, and
to make an e of future developments.
. aterial for the paper vas obtained from the Data Processing
Division, Bureau of Medic! rgery, Navy Department,




Washington Branch, 5321 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, Virginia,
and from a survey of current books and. periodical liter ture
on the subject of medical data processing.
I especially wish to thank CDR Forbes K. Smith, i!SC, USN,
of the Navy Department, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, and
Mr, Sam Hollen of the Systems Development Corporation for their
as. ice in developing this paper, I also wish to thank the
personnel of the National Library of Medicine, Washington, D.C,
for their help in locating source material, and my wife Delfina
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rihe visible and usable parts of the body of information
generated to support and advance medical science represents only
about one-tenth of that available, And even though this small
portion is used, it is quite often poorly used and not related
to other bodies of Information equally available. The medical
profession has been attempting to use manual methods to give
up-to-date answers to its data processing problems. It has
been unable to accomplish these ansvers rapidly enough to keep
pace with the advances in technology that ha\^> occurred since
1
World War II. One group put it this way*
Pre ent methods offer little hope of dealing
adequately with the aecumul mass of clinic
records, the mounting volume of documentation, and
the increasing weight of research data (in the
medical profession)
.
This paper is a description of one approach to the problem
of data processing in the medical profession. It describes a
data processing system that could be used by a naval hospital of
the 1930 f s and compares this system with the one currently being
used in naval hospitals.
By way of history, the current system began with a pilot
project at the U.S. i^aval Hospital, Portsmouth, Virginia, and
from there has spread to all naval hospitals. It piesently
Chas. J. Koach, Myrvin K. EJJ.es : . \, and Kaymond






includes all types of data being generated in volume, fron
accounting data, to medical research data, to workload scheduling
and control data. It all began using punched card tabulating
equipment, but, over the recent past, has come to include several
11 scale punch card computers and two IBM type 1620 digital
computers
•
The program shows potential even in its present form, But
as the value of the system becomes more firmly established and as
the cost of large scale computers begins to drop, the program
will undoubtedly become re-oriented to large scale digital
computers.
As anyone familiar with the subject knows, there are as
many predictions of the potential role of computers In our
society as there are authors who write about computers. These
predictions range from one extreme which has computers og
over decisions, ning functions, and thinking functions, to
the other extreme which describes computers simply as high speed
morons capable only of manipulating symbols. This paper tends
toward the latter extreme, and is deliberately confined to
developments which are possible within the present state of
computer technology.
In making this estimate of the data processin tern for
a naval hospital of 1980, the only assumption made here is that
attempts to solve the problems in data processing in naval





A LOOK TO THE PViURE
Perhaps the best way to begin a discussion of the system
for data processing in the naval hospital of 1930 is to describe
one of the problems that currently requires solution in naval
hospitals o; today.
Since the beginning of V/orld War II, the number of drugs
in use in the medical profession has Multiplied enormously* A
whole new series of antibiotics, hormones, tranquilizers,
analgesics, and other preparations has been developed to take the
place of older drugs. To compound the problem, each manufacturer
of drugs puts out identical preparations under different trade
names or mixes several preparations into compounds which he
markets in various forms under different names.
ever, before a physician can use a drug he must know
the properties of the drug, its therapeutic effects and side
effects, its dosage, and the form In which he intends to have it
administered. To memorize all of this information is near
impossible task so he tends to rely on certain drugs and on the
information he receives about new drugs from salesmen and from
the hospital pharmacist. Some of this information is reliable,
some is definitely biased or incomplete.
Let us place this doctor in our hospital of I960 and see
what happens.

First he interview! patient X and determines that X needs
an antibiotic to combat the effects of an infection caused by
a particular bacteria. The doctor goes to an electric typvriter
in his office, which is connected to a large random access
computer located at some remote point in the building. He types
a few letters in code to identify himself, he types the hospital
register number of his patient, and he types a symbol into the
computer to identify what follows as an order for medication.
He then types the order which might read something like this
"Give 500 mg tetracycline q 6 h for 6 days."
The computer receives the message and performs a "table
look-up" routine in which it compares the dosage ordered against
a table of normal dosages for the drug. If the dosage is within
these limits, the computer goes on to the next function; if not,
the computer sends a message back to the doctor's typewriter
1
that says, "Please recheck dosage."
Assuming that the dosage is correct, the computer checks
the clinical record of patient X to determine whether it contains
any notation of adverse effects from previous adnimistrations
of the same drug. If the record contains an adverse notation,
the computer sends the message "Please check patient X for
sensitivity to tetracycline." If the record is clear, the
computer goes on to the next function which Is to send the
Jordan J. iaruch, Be. D., "Hospital Research and
Administration with a Digital Computer," Circulation Research,
11 13, P. 629 (1963)

6medication order to the Pharmacy*
At the Pharmacy, a typewriter similar to the one used by
the doctor, and also interconnected to the computer, receives
a message in the form of a medication label which reads, "1-6-60,
Patient X, Ward Y, Rx, '.tetracycline. Two tablets every six hours
beginning 12C0 hours on 1-6-30 till 0600 hours on 1-12-80$ Dr. 2."
This same message Is printed out on a similar typewriter located
at the nurse's station on ward Y.
The Pharmacist counts out the appropriate number of tablets,
places them in a bottle, affixes the label printed by the com; uter,
and dispatches them to ward Y via dumbwaiter. Meanwhile, the
computer has subtracted the amount of tetracycline dispensed
from the inventory of tetracycline normally carried on hand
in the Pharmacy, and, if the amount on 'rand has fait en below
the safety level of that drug, has entered into a \ rogram which
will cause a requisition for more tetracycline to be printed
on a typewriter in the Hospital Supply Office. As an alternative,
the com uter can retain and sort th.1s requisition into a group
with oti xrs 1 eld for the Pharmacy and print out all requisitions
for the Pharmacy in the Supply Office at some scheduled time.
At the same time, the computer enters Patient X's chart
and records the medication order, It stores the order Is ory
so that every six hours for the next six days it can remind the
nurse on ward Y that nt X, and any other patients involved
on that ward, hi edications due them.
At the same time, the computer extracts workload data
from the transaction and records it -gainst figures maintained

for the Pharmacy and for Ward Y.
Kov much time has all this taken? About as much time as
is necessary for the typewriter carriage in the doctors office
to return to a ready position and receive the message, "Medication
O.K." from the computer. And herein lies the seeming magic
of the computer. It can handle data at extremely high speeds,
make its computations and manipulations, and return relatively
unsophisticated answers (such as those involved in our problem)
between movements of the arriage on its typewriter output device.
To carry out problem further, the computer can, at the
e it transmits the 1 harmacy requisitions to ital Supply,
check the inventory levels in the Supply warehouse and update
them for issues made to the Pharmacy or to any other unit
involved in drawing supplies on that date* It can record the
cost of the supplies issued against the appropriate departmental
account and subtract this amount from the operating funds of
the hospital. It can maintain inventory records by any classifi-
cation, financial or otherwise, that is desired. And it can
print inventory or accounting summaries on a signal from the
ote typewriter station in the fiscal and Supply Office.
If the inventory level falls below a predetermined \m t the
computer can link itself with a computer in the nearest supply
point and print out a requisition for supplies to replenish the
warehouse stock. At the same time, it can account for the Navy
Stock Fund money involved, print out a receiving record in the

8Supply warehouse, end collect workload deta for the transaction
as it pertains to the department* involved. It can furnish
Immediate status information on funds and on inventories on
demand* If the material Involved is available only on the open
market, the computer can determine a source and print out a
chase order specifying the most economical quantity and
supplier
If the doctor is In doubt as to the availability of a
particular drug, or wants an unnamed drug that will produce a
particular therapeutic eiTect, he can make an inquiry from his
typewriter station and receive a list of the drugs carried in
the Pharmacy having the therapeutic effect desired, or a list
of similar drugs carried that bear different names, forms, or
dosages from those requested by the doctor. Of course the
iputer does not originate this information. It must be made
available and kept current by the people who program and operate
the data system.
If the nurse supervisor comin. on shift desires status
information on the patients for whoa she will be responsible,
she can obtain a typewritten abstract of all nursing notes that
have been recorded for her pati nts during the last shift,
including medications given, estimated condition of her patients,
medications and treatments due on her srift, unusual temperatures
or cth^r vital signs recorded, or any other information normally
recorded in a patient's clinical chart* After she has finished
r viewing the condition of her patients she simply throws away

the abstracts, for they are available for immediate access
in the computer to anyone who has a need for them. This same
information is available to the doctor on his morning rounds
or to the Chief of a Service who desires Information on a parti-
cular patient. The security of this information is not in any
more jeopardy than at present since the output typewriters are
located only in controlled areas such as nurse's stations or
doctors offices where the patient's clinical charts are presently
stored. Personnel in administrative areas of the hospital
could be allowed only limited access to patient information by
proper programming and the s:«me access could be allowed personnel
in professional areas to administrative information if desired,
uet us now take an overall look at tl is naval hospital
of the 1930' s.
The Hospital Will be constructed so as to take advantage
of modern building materials and techniques. It will be built
of aluminum or steel with great expanses of glass on the exterior
walls to permit the sun into its rooms. The shape of the building
will be dictated by the need to centralize communications, data
processing, and the many services ancillary to care of patients;
therefore, th© hospital will probably be built in a circular
»
or pentagonal shape with elevators, dumbwaiters, communications
linkages, test and research equipment, operating rooms, laborato-
ries, X Hay facilities | and all of the other ancillary services
located in the central core,
*Jane Barton, "Electronics is Changing the Structure of
Ls and Medical Care," The Modern Hospital > June I960 p« 81,
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The periphery of the building will be occupied by patient's
rooms open to the sun. The environment of the rooms will be
controlled completely by automatic controls that will permit
the filtration of air and will permit the introduction of
oxygen or other therapeutic gas.es to the rooms. Gome of the
rooms will be equipped to permit the reduction or increase of
atmospheric pressure as necessary to the comfort or treatment
of the patient; some of the rooms i ill be equipped to permit the
intruduction of aerosol sprays. The rooms will be smaller, less
cluttered with equipment, and may even be built with pre-moulded
plastic walls which would incorporate bathroom fixtures, utility
outlets, and perhaps even beds in their pre-moulded sections.
Because of the type of construction used, the cost per bed,
including the vast array of electronic devices throughout the
l
hospital will perhaps be lower than at present.
The hospital will be divided into an intensive care section,
a convalescent section, and an outpatient section rather than
into separate units by medical specialty. This will provide
the patient with a proper degree of care based on his overall
condition rather than on the somewhat artificial criteria of
2
type of medical problem involved.
In the intensive care unit, patient will be under
constant monitoring by electronic devices. Physiological trans-
ducers will record temperature, pulse, respiration, blood pressure,
^Chas. D. Flagle, "Operation* Research in the Kealth
Services," Circulation hesearch . 11:3, p.621 (1963)
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and electrocardiogram on t-pes monitored at the nurse's station. 1
These tapes will be fed into the hospital computer they will
be converted to digital symbols and compared with a so called
"progi 9 normal" which will cause a warning message to be
printed out at the nurse's station in the event there is any
significant deviation from the normal* I'eanwhile, any siginific?nt
deviations from the normal will be recorded in the patient's
clinical record in computer ry whenever they occur* These
recordings will be immediately available for review b;> the
doctor or specialist attending the patient.
The convalescent section will be located in the upper
levels of the building where the patients will be permitted
to care for themselves to a considerable degree. This section
may be further subdivided by medical specialty w- ere this
enhances the treatment possibilities, but care here will be
geared to returning the patient to complete health rather than
to providing constant hospital care.
The outpatient section will be located on one of the lower
levels adjacent to the emergency rooms. It will be equipped
to provide rapid one-stop service for ordinary visits, but will
be tied to the hospital computer for more extensive services
and for recording of patient data. Scheduling and data collection
will be under the control of the computer as will workload
information, medication requests, supplies requests, and accounting




equipped, and more extensively stef*~ed than our present outpatient
units. It will be the center of the medical and dental activities
for the naval comnainity which it serves, and its expanded facil-
ities wil3 permit the reduction of dispensary and sick call
services at other lo atlons In the community* Initial contact
with the patient may well he made by videophone from some
outlying station, and the examining doctor may give treatment
Instructions to a hospital corpsman located at the distant
I
station if the patient obviously does not require his personal
attention* In the event the patient must come in to the hospital,
he can be brought in by } elicopter or other rapid transportation
methods. In any event, the outpatient section will assume a much
greater importance and will become a more Integrated part of the
naval hospital of the future*
The inpatient sections of the hospital will be smaller
than is new considered acceptable j that is, the ratio of beds
to total population served will be lower. Since the hospital
will be able to accept, treat, and release a
,
nt in a
shorter time than is now possible, and, since a gre ter proportion
of the patients will be treated as out nts, the need for
beds will be correspondingly diraished* The hospital will be t
as a dyn ic, short term tr t center with a preponderance
of facilities for outpatients and intensive care patients, and with
2fewer facilities for c nvalescent patients.
. iodd Wheeler, "Technology will Shrink Dize of Hospitals,"
The modern Hospital




i ood preparation and service for the hospital will be carried
out in a central kitchen located on one of the lover levels ;.nd
will consist of a cafeteria for the staff and convalescent
p tients, and a delivery service via dumvaiter for the intensive
re patients. The latest automated equipment will be available
in both the preparation and s rvice sections. Menu selection
and Integration, provisions inventory control, accounting,
scheduling, workload summary and programming of certain of the
food preparation equipments will be under the control of the
hospital computer.
Laundry service, using automated waning, tumbling, drying,
and ironing equipment, will be loc ted in one of the basement
areas of the hospital. inen delivery will be handled via
dumbwaiter. Orders for linen, 1 .inert inventory, workload scheduling
and workload data will be handled by the hospital computer.
A working stock of medical supplies will be located in
another of the basement areas, accessible to the operating section
of the hospital via dumbwaiter. Again, orders for supplies,
inventory control, accounting, workload scheduling, and workload
summary will be softer the control of the hospit iputer.
Ik stocks of supplies will be stored under automated
warehouse con itions at some re:rote point to be used as back
up stock for the supply room in the main building, ^tock
locations and rewarehcusing will be programmed into the computer
so that the location and quantities of stock will be known at
all ti»es. s mentj ned previously, stock replenishment wil3 be
controlled by the computer, and stock receipts i ssue dr?ta will

Ik
be fed Into the computer to update the inventory control records.
Located on the top level of the building vill be a central
monitoring station that vill collect key operating d ta from the
physical plant and incorporate re-r.ote control devices to supervise
the operation of the electrical, steam, water, and compressed air
distribution systems. This station will automatically maintain
the environment inside the hospital building in its prox
equilibrium and will report to the maintenance shops via the
hospital computer whenever any of the systems deviate from a pre-
set normal. The station will meter the use of utilities and feed
these data to the central computer for updating of the records
in memory. It will report on an exception basis to the Maintenance
Division any unusual deviations from normal use of utilities by
the operating departments of the hospital.
The maintenance shops themselves will be located in a
separate building from the main hospital. Work will be planned,
scheduled, estimated, accounted for, and controlled by means of
data fed into the hospital computer. Trouble calls will be
received via the computer from the hospital to the input typewriter
located in the maintenance building.
eh of the ancillary services, the X Fay Dap nt, the
laboratory, the central surgical supply room, the operating rooms,
the physical therapy department, and the many clinics and adjunct
services, will be connected to the hospital computer for workload
^Chas. 8 a r, " Potent i Is of a r Control Center,'1
Hospitals . Karen 1, 19o2, p. 8 5.
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scheduling, accounting, supply orders, linen orders, maintenance
trouMe calls, patient data collection and any special purpose
applications such as electrocardiographic interpretations or
piagnostic interpretation of symptoms,
I rem this systtm, then, emerges an efv cient time saving
method of dealing with the thousands of individual events thrt
occur within 8 hospital each day. The computer serves as a data
integrator ,essage center for the hospital. It routes each
of the messages received from its many remote input stations to
the proper output station, to its ry, or to a regional
computer responsible for collecting given types of data from
all hospitals in the area.^ The information stored within the
computer memory is lamed lately available to each person in the
hospital who should properly have access to it, and can be
protected from improper access by adequate programming. But
the computer is much n;ore than a comnrunicat ions switchboard and
data collector as will be seen later*
To assist in visualizing the function of the data processing
system in helping c&re for patients, let us follow a typical
patient through a course of treatment in the naval hospital of
1930.
He is first seen on videophone in response to a call he has
•^Hubert V. Pipberger, K*&*| ,JtJse of Computers in Interpre-
tation of Electrocardiograms * " . irculatlon ?,e search , 11:3,
P.t^'5 (1963).
2Cesar A. Caceres, M.D., Integration of Data in Diagnosis,"
Circulation research




placed to the outpatient section of the hoi 1, The doctor
whc ined him on the videophone decides that because of the
apparent seriousness of his condition he should be seen in person,
.awhile, the doctor asks tie hospital corpsman in attendance to
obtain the patient's previous medical records.
The corpsman types a code into the electric typewriter
input station which alerts the cnruter to the fact that the
information which follows is a request for medical records. He
then types the patient's nare, date of birth, and service number
into the computer and the cor; uter se&rcr es its raer-ory for the
patient's health record. If it 1s available i ry, the
computer immediately types the ruccrd out on the electric typewriters'
if it is not available, the c our uter switches the request to a
computer at the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery which conducts
a search and returns the record to the hospital ter. kt the
hospital, the health record is recorded on and similtaneously
printed out at the typewriter in the outpatient section. The
doctor reviews the record and extracts portions of it which he
instructs the corps) an to feed back to the com: uter for later use
in diagnosis* In addition, he finds that the patient is due to
receive certain .iz <tirns, and this he instructs the corpsman
to feed into the computer for later retrieval when the oatient
is ready for di^ :e.





mination to insure that he has no emergency complaints, the
doctor directs the patient to an examining room.
Inside the examining room is a television screen on which
is displayed a series of questions similar to those used in the
Cornell Medical Index-Health questionnaire
»
The patient is given a board containing two buttons and
asked to press the correct button to indicate a yes or no response
to the questions displayed, depending on whether he has or has not
experienced the symptoms described in the question. The entire
procedure is controlled by the hospital computer, and each time
the patient indicates a response it is recorded in memory* As
the responses begin to localise the patient's complaints to a
specific diagnostic area, the computer selects more specific
questions until all potential diagnostic areas have been explored
in a general way and each area where the patient has specific
complaints has been explored in detail. Upon completion of the
questioning, the computer co is the patient's responses with
various symptom patterns that it holds in memory and prints out
a correlation of feaesf comparisons showing the most likely
gdiseases and their relative probability •*" The computer also
suggests additional tests or examinations that might be performed
3-See Appendix for an example of this questionnaire* For a




el al., "Int tation of Symptoms with a Data
Processing Machine, n -relives of Internal Medicine . Vol ,103,




to confirm the presence of one or more of the diseases Indicated,
The patient is sent to the Admissions section of the
outpatient clinic and his previous medical record is updated by
the corpsman performing the admit ing function. In doing ttis,
the patient's previous identifying data is relieved rid current
address, current next of kin, current duty station, r.nd so
forth, ore typed into computer ry ifi it of the previous
information stored there. : eanvkile, the computer has already
updated the record with current complaints and tentative diagnosis,
and assigned the patient to a ward based on the doctors estimate
of his condition and the availability of beds*
The patient is sent to the ward to be placed in bed, ineanwhil
the admitting corps an instructs the computer to print out the
patient's current medical record for the ward nurse to review.
While this is taking place, the admitting doctor has fed
into the computer his directions to the laboratory for various
tests to be performed f to the Pharmacy for medications required,
to the food service for diet required, to any clinics inv lved
for special . - ^.nations, tests, or treatments required, and. to
the nurse's station for instructions in nursing care required.
l-.ach Of these instructions is scheduled where necessary by the
computer, and routed t the unit tbot is responsible for follow
up action. At the same time, the computer records the orders in
^David I . Clearjr, "The h of Automation in Diagnostics,"
Current i edlcal Digest . April, l^y, ?>.57*
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ithe patient'; now current clinical chart.
As the tests and examinations are performed they are
acknowledged to the computer by the unit p< rforbing the work and
the results are fed in for updating the patient's record and for
transmission to the doctor.
In the case of laboratory or iLKG examinations, the tests
are performed on direct reading analog instruments that transmit
the Its to the computer for conversion to digital form
2
and subsequent recording and print out at the doctor's office.
By the time the initial orders are complete and the patient's
record has been updated with the results of the various tests
and examinations performed, the doctor is able to obtain from
the computer a firm diagnosis which he can evaluate in the light
of his own knowledge, le can either confirm the diagnosis or
continue 1 is investigation.
In the event that he wishes further information on a particular
diagnosis, he can signal the hosp t x eo» uter to send him an
tract of current literature on the disease in question. The
computer will link itself to a regional computer such as the
one locsted at the National Library of Medicine and return to the
doctor a brief summery of each of the current references available
on that disease. After reading the si ies, the doctor can
rles J, Re
,
rvin K, Ellest^d, ,:.
.
, and snd
B. ical Ifet a 3 roe«- and Computer Automated Hospitals,"
Datamation , June 1962, p. 2 5.
argaret L, Grisby, . , .
., Lilian IT. Bullock, M.D,, and
"ton Fuertes, M.D., "Fapei ctrophoresia of Serum rroteins,"
-chives of Internal 1-edicine, November, 1962,
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request complete print outs of the references frm the regional
computer if he desires to do so.
Once the doctor las satisfied himself that the diagnosis
is e-ccurj te, he can receive assistance from the computer in
formulating a course of therapy. The computer can be linked
with a regional computer center with a ry bank of thousands
of case histories from which it can select those histories
which most closely parallel the history of the present patient*
These histories would be selected by an electronic correlation
of pertinent portions of the patient's current medical history
transmitted under program control by the hospital's computer
and matched with histories on file at the regional center. From
the case histories received, the doctor can decide upon a course
of therapy or he can discard the data and use other methods to
arrive at a course of therapy.
Dp to this point, we have been discussing evolutions in
patient care that normally take days or weeks of the patient's
time | the doctor's time, and the time of the nurse, hospital
corpsjnen, and other people involved in the case. . ith the help
of the computer, these same problems could be solved in a matter
of hours after the Initial contact with the patient, or, in a
complicated case, within the first day or so of hospitalisation.
Ihe instantaneous communication provided by the computer,
along with the optimum scheduling oi* tests and examinations, the
instantaneous feedback of results, the lack of necessity to
^-Lee B. Lu ..
,
, "Application oi ..ters in
•gnosis," Circulation itesearch f 11:3» P» 599 (19o3)«
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record written notes and descriptions, the instant access to
files of patient data, research data, case history data, medical
literature data, drug therapy data, and i stic data, all
give the doctor a considerable relief from routine work so that
he can be alert to the nore important aspects of treatment. And,
incidentally, all these factors contribute toward shortening the
patient's stay in the hospital. So our computer has becone an
extremely important and versatile assistant to the doctor in
treating his patient.
But our patient is still being assisted by the computer
less direct ways. Services that the computer can perform
irectly are:
1, To ass.ist the physician in Integrating medical
literature, medical records, hospital management information, m
diagnostic information into sensible patterns that assist him
in treating his patient,
2, To provide the doctor with immediate access to
information in whatever correl. tions or summaries are useful
to him*
3* To provide norms and stanc tracted from
thousands of case histories for use in comparing current s as
and laboratory findings,
h* To provide access to diagnostic data indexed by
symptom, preexisting condition, therareutic actions taken,
diagnosis, morbidity, or any combination of these factors,
5. To assist in planning hospitals and in determining
the size and configuration of X Ray facilities, laboratory facilit
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nics and the like through operations research and mathematical
integration of the many variables involved,
6. To provide analysis of mass acreening data such
as electrocardiograms or chest X Rays*
7. To provide instant access to toxicologlcal data
for use in handling industrial or domestic poisonings.
8. To provide data processing assistance in following
large populations over long periods of time for studies in disease
incidence or epidemiology.
9» To provide comparisons among hospitals as to
disease incidence, morbidity, cost of care, length of stay by
disease, and other useful indices.
10. To provide control data from the healthy patient
for later use when that same patient develops a disease.
11. To provide schedules and workload analyses to
reduce patient waiting time and to conserve the time of the staff.
12. To provide regional aem ry banks as repositories
for all of the data pertinent to health or disease.
13. To provide mathrm?tic: 1 . '.tion of biological
systems which can assist in developing known constants, patterns,
and variables in these systems.
Ik. To provide other as y-;t undiscovered indices and
dnta tc promote health and well being in future paiients.
But to get back to our patient, once he is followed, treated,
and released from the hospital bis clinical r is transmitted
to the i of and Surgery to be held in con^uter storag€
11 it is again required. All of the management data such as
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census, cost, length of stay, type of care, and workload incre-
ments that surrounded his tr< it are analyzed and recorded
to become a part of the future ttanageaent data available to 1.
hospital. V.eanwhile, pertinent portions of his clinical record
and history can be extracted automatically and transmitted to a
regional computer center specializing in research and information
retrieval for that type of information. To quote a recent article
that appeared in the Journal of the American ed 1 cal Association:
Medicine is extrerely complicated because of
the large number of interrelated variables
which must be considered. Modern computers
have the capacity to handle complicated
analysis, store data and results of analysis,
plot curves, and otherwise report results,
modify data, and reanalyze, until an
equation (pattern) is reached that logically
accounts for the variations observed,
Analysis of variance, correlation, and
multiple regresion are ideally suited
for such work, and computer programs are
available. Eecauae of the nature of the
problems involved.,.., and the capabilities
of modern digital computers, it would
appear that the growth (proDably expotential)
of computer use by phis i clans. ., .... is assured.
And lest the foregoing discussion of a future hospital
be disc rded as sounding too much like science fiction, the
reader is invited to review the following writings on the
subject of hospital information systems.
«Wt——»——.«————« i i i ikii ii i n » ii m motmmmmmm ml ii m iii nn i n wmmmmm-— . i m ii urn i m i i i mm"
Edward E. Mason, K.D., ph. D,, "Computer Analysis in
Development of New Diagnistlc 1 ethods," Journal of the American
ledlcal Association., 178:11, p. 10
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The first of these is from the jounal Circulation Research
where Dr. Jordan J, 4 ruch discusses the pre ent st te of computer
technology in hospital information sy: .
It is true that the technology is such that we
e..n st?..ite with certainty t] e tasks can I
done by existing systems, that they can be
done with a high degree of rtllability- and
that they require- no advances in the state of
computer hardware, "an- of us also feel fr
the limited analysis now possible that techniques
exist for g these very tasks at a lower
cost than is now required for striving toward
eix* execution* It seems safe to state,
therefore, that they will be done.
.••.there seems little doubt that the
extensibility of the computer into the fields
of research
,
management, and medical care is
limited far sore by the i istion of its
users than by the capabilities of the
ichines and progra selves.
octor Baruch points out that up to 10,000 properly edited
clinical records can e stored on a single reel of high density
magnetic tape which I trait extremely rapid access by
computer. He also points out that up to one third of a million
records could be stored on ten reels of tape with access provided
by a small random access disc file interconnected with a digital
computer. This type of computer equipment is currently available
and in daily v.ze in industry,
Professor Robert I*. Anthony of i chool
2
points out:
No new theories. ... are required to devise
(an integr ted data processing system).
1Baruch, op,cj.t^ t
^Robert ff. iinthc.ny, D.C, l«, "new Frontiers in Defense
I eaent," The iecieral Accountant . .Tune 1962, p«17.
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at ILjjl needed is time because the task
is fantastically complicated. Thus the
only way to proceed is to start somewhere
on some piece of the system and gradually
extend the pieces.
Naval hospitals have made a start with their present
punched card system. With time and with the development of
needs for more comprehensive systems, naval hospitals must of
necessity enter the computer field in order to maintain the
quality of care given their patients.
The next chapter discus :es the present state of development
of data processing in naval hospitals, and enumerates some of





«H£RE AK3 13 ,L3 NOW?
Naval hot] resent as good an array of medical
treat facilities as the average of the civilian e kltyi
in some respects they are superior. Heir things have
always been austere, but the quality and scope of their equipment
and physical facilities has usually been superior* They
experienced some difficulty attracting top grade personnel shortly
II, and as a result, embarked on s 1 large
scale training pro which have borne fruit in the form of
superior ta? ent available In most phases of t: eir hospital
tr it program. One of the areas where naval hospitals st&nd
out is in the of autonatic data processing.
Beginning in I960 with a pilot installation at the I . . aval
IiospH nth, Virginia, naval hospital** have met and
overcome uany of the obstacles which still Inhibit ,ress
in the civilian co ty in data proc
Using outmoded ment, hampered by the conservatism of
• medical profession, and slowed by lack of trained personnel,
Is have t-> put to r a tight,' well organi:
well integrated system that presently involve itals and





llypg-.S °$ Procedures Conduct
a. General Fospital Administration
Procedures in this area include the production of various
schedules, directories, and rosters by automated methods to assist
in operation of the hospital. Typical projects conducted in most
hospitals are preparation of telephone directories, preparation
of indices to hospital regulat
, instructions, and notices of
continuing interest to the staff, recor Ung of automobile entry
permit assignments, parking assignments, and vehicle control
data for the staff, preparation of medical library bibliographic
data, generation of fcnns and reports control data, recording
of post oil ice directory and change of address data, and pre-
paration of automatic data processing equipment utilization data.
b» Fiscal and Supply Operations
Data processing in fiscal and supply operations covers the
entire range of transactions that take place in a naval hospital.
In fact* the data processing system of most hospitals was founded
and justified on the basis of savings possible in fiscal and
Supply* The system presently consists of an intepr ted series of
subsystems for accomplishing sup. lies issues, supplies cataloging,
supplies receiving, supr lies requisitioning, supplies inventory
control, supplies funding, supplies budgeting, disposition of
surpluses, purchasing, budgeting, cost accounting, fund accounting,
plant property accounting, financial planning, responsibility
center accounting, fund control, financial reporting, cash account-
ing, cash controls, military payroll preparation, civilian payroll
preparation, payroll cost distribution, cost summaries, analysis
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and reporting of fiscal data, and many other applications. Naval
hor, s, incidentally, have the only completely iniegr ted
system of accrual accounting and cost based budgeting that exists
in the iiavy today. The fiscal and supply system derives its
information from an exceptionally email number of manual sour
d cuments, and as a by product, furnishes information en such
items as linen and pharmacy costs. The system has proved flexible
and comprehensive enough to meet all the demands placed upon it so
far. !i:he use of automatic data processing has resulted in a
considerable improvement 'n the quality of logistic support
furnished navel hospitals.
c, ; ood Service Operations
od service operations, have been confined primarily to
menu production, selection, and cost control. In the existing
system, the menu is prepared on a c cllcal basis Using standardized
item inputs, and using the data processing machines to select
seasonal items and to insure variation of the several entrees
served each day. The patient is given a prepunched c rd each day
with which to select Ms choice of entree for tie next day's meal.
These cvrds are pi ed, and. from t lows information for
provisions i sues, production controls, scheduling, routing and
dispatch of meals from the main kitchen, food preparation and
portion controls, and many other useful items of information. Use
of this system has placed the management of the food service on
a firm, controlled basis in naval hospitals*
d. Plant Maintenance and Operations
The entire Navy, under the sponsorship of the au of
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Yards and Docks, is on a system of controlled raaintenanr at
includes maintenance of vehicles, ecuipnaent, tulldings, and
improvements • The philosophy o J the system is that each major
maintenance project be planned, scheduled, estimated, and controlled
from its inception to its completion by means of collecting
workload, personnel, and r Li data. The object of the system
is to attain the optimum use of maintenance irces available
to a command. As a byproduct, the system generates a considerable
unt of useful data that must be processed, su narized, correlated
and reported if the system is to be effective. Naval hospitals
have designed individual data processing systems to cope with the
data generated; tl erefore it is In tical to attempt consent on
these systems generally. i:o\ever, in each esse the systems have
been integrated with the hospital* fiscal and supply system and




Ihe system for laundry operations concerns itself with the
maintenance of the supply of linen in the hospital, and with
periodic cost and inventory surveys. Data on linen costs, issues,
dispositions, and inventories are maintained in a central card
file. rter a comprehensive physical inventory is ., and
the file is updated wit!: this information. Following the updating
procedure, the file is used to record linen cost and inventory data
for the proceeding quarter and to make cost and requirements
projections for the next quarter. The data thus generated is of
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primary value to the Nursing Service and to the management of the
linen distribution system, automatic d has aid* d
ially in controlling costs and linen losses over the siort
while it has been in eifect.
f. Staff nnel Operations
At Present, the data processing systems in effect in staff
personnel operations are somewhat fragmented, although some hospitals
neve managed to integrate them into an overall personnel accounting
system. The systems generally attempt to take selected items of
data from personnel records and use these data repetitively for
producing directories, for producing various rosters such as rosters
personnel who require immunizations or who require participation
in the physical fitness program^ for compiling educational duty
and history reports, for producing data to t in making duty
assignments! for producing training reports and school eligibility
reports, for producing vocational preference reports, w
schedules and assignment lists, for producing statistical distribu-
tions of military pay for Integration into the fiscal and supply
system, for producing physical examination sen dules, for producing
special skills inventories, for producing lists of collateral
duty assignments for officers, for producing rosters of members of
the various boards and committees in the hospital, for producing
school preferences lists, for producing analyses of performance
evaluations, and producing data for special studies of various
types. The data bank represented by the punch cr rds containing
staff personnel information has an almost infinite potential for
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providing the many lists, rosters, special studies, and personnel
inventories i ad in the day to day operation of the staff
personnel function in a naval hospital
«
g, i/edical Service Operations
The entry of data processing into the medical service has
been confined primarily to special studies* To d ,te, such studies
have included staphyloccocal infections incidence and treat*,Beat
studies, statistical correlations of diagnosis with length of
patient stay or with preexisting conditions, a testicular tumor
study undertaken by the U. * fcVft] Hospital, Newport, Rhode Island,
and a study on tuberculosis incidence by the U.S. Naval ital,
Great Lakes, Illinois, These are continuing studies and have
already contributed to preparation of research papers. In addition,
almost all naval hospitals are maintaining their tu ,or registries
on punch c:;rds. This data bank, as it increases in its coverage,
shows promise of providing much valuable information on tumor
incidence and morbidity,
h# Surgical Service Operations
Data processing in the Surgical Services of naval hospitals
has been used extensively. Currently, data, is being processed
to provide information for operating room scheduling, and for
correlating operations performed by diagnosis, by Uty
experienced, by length of stay, by complications, or by many other
possible correlations. In Ion, correlations may be made
of morbidity compared with preexisting conditions, surgical risk,
anesthesia used, or other possible classifications. These data
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have been used to provide a daily inventory of surgical patients
by location and by attending physioian, to provide a cross index
to medical records by type of surgical east or by diagnosis, to
provide Information on workload, and to provide special study
information. Much of this information is cross indexed to
laboratory pathology reports, to ta&or histories, and to special
stu lies being made in anesthesiology* The data serves as a basic
data bonk on surgical patients and can be used for many different
types of correlations. One area where studies are being made is
in anesthesiology* This involves the generation of data on every
patient who receives anesthetic in a naval ho. -1 . It h
been in existence since early 15)62 and has accumulated an enormous
amount of diagnostic and morbidity data in that short time.
i. Orthopedic Service Operations i
Data processing in the Orthopedic Services consist o^
processing essentially the same types of information As\lS
proces ed for the Surgical Services, An attempt is being made to
build a data bank on orthopedic case histories cross i to
clinical records and X Ray records. The data bank provides an
inventory of orthopedic patients currently under treatment, a
study of hospital course and morbidity in orthopedic patients,
a repository for orthopedic case histor; information, and an
infinite variety of correlations of disease with morbidity,
length of stay, results of tv toent and so forth,
j. Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat Service Operations
Data processing in the Eye, Ear, No -e, and Throat Services
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of naval hospitals has been confine narily to eye banks
maintained at several of the 1 Is, This system
provides an inventory of donors and recipients, data on
transplants made, and data on the history of the transplant
related to the techiques used in collecting, transplanting,
and treating the patient following transplant. The volume of
data in this application is small but nonetheless significant,
k. Physical Medicine Service Operations
Processing in Physical Medicine Service operations has been
limited to workload and scheduling of physical medicine clinics.
1. Dental Gerviee Operations
•ntal Service applications center around workload and
scheduling, but include such additional items as special studies
into the use of prophylactic fluorides, and cross indexing of
dental diagnosis to clinical records. Ihe processing is limited
to one or two hos 8*
m. Dependent Care
Dependent patients hospitalized in naval hos;; are
included in all of the systems previously discussed. In addition,
three fcavy wide special studies are being made, ft study of
physical ination and prenatal treatment data as r to
hospital course and results of delivery is being made on all
obstetrical cases in naval hospitals, Ihese records are keyed
to similar records maintained on all newborn admitted to naval
hospitals so that an automated record is available on all obstetric
cases from the first prenatal visit through delivery and subse-
ov up of both mother ihild. fti many as 100 bits of
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information are collected on both i. ind child which o'i
for an almost infinite series of correlotio; , -. . For i Le,
correlation of preexisting condition* with newl >» morbidity can
be b > or a correlation of delivery history wit] i natal
i lions la possible • In ad< iti n, i Bavy vide special
study is being made oi' gyn cological n I 13a iel< b under the
direction of the 0.S, Naval Soa 11 tl, t. lib ns, ;ork.
m. hob i TV Service Q . • tions
Moratory operations provide a fertile field for automatic
data proce. beeausa I bl large amounts of dsta generated
in the lal fory. f]
,
entry * ata
processinj to the laboratory I be It
"
: been
natural consequence of having tb d ba processing eq ent
available* Systems are currently in use in tng ond
cross Indexing all surgical patholoi In recordin ae
ak fine] blood bank data* S3ai deal ' bioi
provides a cross index by type of tumor on all sur leal s . ns
amlned in tb I - fcory* it ei pathologist to
locate slices by type 5 r, medical rec r by type of
tumor 1 and - ' rial accessioned to irmed forces Institu e
I I bhology by typi of tumor. It provides other valuable
correl 1tions between pree ?ng eoi Lous and tumor incidence,
bldity, ind no forth. She blood b nk nd tissue
lleatiens ar< Istorieal records of donors, reel ientS|
results Lchieved t 1 •• • bi as ; nts and ti ions. ;•




n. I i rvice 0] r ions
Again, b< cause of the large amounts of data gener ted,
pharmacies havt been a natural for automatic <:r 1 •
rrently, automated s are; being used t- duca drug
formularies, to control issues and ei y of aareotii
alcohols and I I forming drugs, to provide vox' nd cost
cies, and to 1 \ ting aJ tivemei
o drur's is use, ',.ve. bi t tdi . -.? occurred through
automated production and n^d.- ting of drug formularies, Using
former 1 ods it m . impossible task to maintain
current formulary infora fclon in is,
o. Horsing Service Ope at ions
Data pr In or the nursing services has beec dly
in I.--, area of j : : -. ta La , icload data in.: tion,
and workload data collection, Lj \xm s yet to be explored
1
ively .in nav. 1 b L1 Is,
p, Radiol) ervlce Operations
... with Lai 1 tory and pha cy sei vices, the introduction
of aut L- the radi< ogy services has been ra
and natural, autoa fc< • b< Lng used to giv* cross
index information on X May 1 - ' tioas performed, to isolate
a \^y examin bions which ai rticularly illustrative of rioms
ass processes, t nable special studj iseasa eat« ries,
to provide »< Lin workload - : on N»tn .' & si Ic -
itic X Ray operations, to provide Lstori
of X Ray 1 " iioa 1 ar«j &nd to 1 rovjl • sd err
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index data to clinical r< copdf, surgical pathology records, or
other records Lnt ined on e: ch
.
tit, aut< recessing
in the radiology service; has enable,: it. Is to dispense with
severaj different types of cross Inde;; .files formerly maintained
aually.
q . Epidemiology 6 ervi c • p ere- 1 ion s
The Havy has four preventive medicine units scattered
throughout the world collecting epidemiological data, 'i'hese
data are transi itted to naval h tela either on a one tine
basis or on a continuing ceesli ting.
Currently | hoapltali are supporting continuous r eh projects
in respirator? disease Incidence, pneu ill incidence! and
incidence o ;t casualties. Many other projects are being
conducted on a one time basis*
n. I • rvice Operations
Historicallyi nav.- % I ' Ls ve be,: nded is
inp tlent treatment . Outpatient services hairs been
treated ac b secondary part of the nlsslon of os dtals
until shortly after World Bar I ken It pent that
the importance of this type of treat vert v; a 3 sing. Since
that time; navel hospitals havs e clinics in every
medical specj Lty m& Is i al Laities and adjunct serriet .
ocaure e cJ.in.lc ive beei i C013 felon of
i i ;ieu | vorkU oad di ts , i < lion,
sost data has been ei i ana often In I , Is©! since
outpatient services are aore exte] Lve than ii serrlci
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in some hospit Is, it has econa I I ive to collect accurate
and complete data for fundi] purposes* 11k- b.o. I v: spital,
Jacksom ille, Florida bat
.
Ion ©red in the tfevel t of an
outpatient d ta system which, after several aonthl of developmental
work, has been released to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery for
subsequent L< nd release to a.;l hospitals* When
this system beoosM ops I rial it is expected to produce reliable,
prehensiye information on cm t a ent for use in
Lit
9
staffing, cost analysis, workload am ;, is, disease
incidence, epidemiology, treatment .. v. 'lies, . nd aa: >tixer
areas where sufficient infoi nation is not now available*
s* Various Training ol and Educational ervice Data
iavy Department Maintains two schools for training
1 Corpsmen im one school for training vice
Corps officers In general subjects. In a dition, it maintains
technical schools for both Hospital Co en and rs, nd
it tands any of its personnel to part tins and t\ L tlaw
training in civilian schools or schools Slatalned by other
services* X1 also conducts e tensive p ns of Inservics
lining la a. i Ilea] activities for ael* Is
inventories, assignment data, scheduling
,
i i Luation data,
acat ! e° lc i ta, an. v r ty; es of t* for
these pr d by ns rfl s1 ch
hospi tal ' s S] < i Lfic need. .
t. • blent Affairs De
The data proei I lysten in patient > I
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introduced in January el 1963 on n fj o basis. It is
designed to collect data on admissions, diagnoses, th of
stay, morbidity, iphieal area of disease : : ;ence, and
other at ti sties of interest. It ] rovides sueraari
issions ay "c area by type of disease) i is
by lengtb oi ' at stay by morbidity encountered) census
d bed availability data, information for iagS and for
location of next of eln, discharges b; " ion,
informal ; n on causes of accidents and poisonings, Li Lou
al operations performed by type of o] '
(
ar
eorrel .' I a ©f Importance* Xt w it mis-
tical report previously prepare anally for ea« ttient, and
it ! cal ai visusly submitted
lly. iJl.t' Ly t It will Lde < I bank: e 'ning
cross index Inform n as a Lei is t • as inpatients
la ld| at ' it is, diap nsaries, and ships* This
type of I mation has proved ita valua in the east
autom* :. La da t i i i :
:
tor ace I la
and useful. In ordes to es tablish the system; I an of
I ad Surgery was recui £ tt r Lg Laos! ill of t]
ad records being need in collects I taanslly
bo aet up eaeh naval hos I as a r -i m g center
J iea3 b3 • " cey
c
:
a( froi : • : ::
.
i ply
11 f tl - on
to I I Lt I I not •• ors fcc tha ppose

ho
tern is pi oft ambitions undertaking in naval l
aside from th* fiscal and supply systent Data from t; lis system
is nads available centrally at the Bureau o tieine and ry
I wall as at e-.ch .5 I dual hospital,
u. Psychological fU eh
rch is currently i Lug conducted into the circumstances
and psychol 1 profile of all recruits
debilitating paychiatric Lsturbances in recruit . Lng, into
all eaaaa of incidence of schizophrenia, into' the psychological
problems associated wits long periods of confinement in closed
e i such as submarines or fallout shelters, and into .^e
paychiatric effectiveness of crews in future we*] terns.
it of D is : rch is under the sponsors ; >f the itlonal
Medical Center at Bethei ft, Maryland! however, some of it Is being
conducted at re* It braining centers and hospitals.
v. Aero Space Research
search under U •- Lp aviation Kedical
Center, Pi s, LorIda is being conduct* Leal
psychologi< ] iters* In this study,
Lator entering Lght training is 03 and
tested to - '. . >llsh control dats wltJ . Lefc fce e i n data
Lleeted at futur Li nerval! I e aviator's c peer.
i eoSM r< a t ;.sive 3
1
tic rovi
clues to pilot failures, and clues to better selection
ning etho&s,
v. Reurophysiologi I Research
lies in thi eets >l ysS re« ( Led Lclty or
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trauma to name two examples) on the functi ning of biolo
systems Is being conducted at the National B vai leal Center,
Bethfesda, Maryland. These studies will continue to yield research
,a for future use,
x. Acoustics Research
is area invo3. recessing of data primarily on high
intensity noise such as that produced by jet airplanes* ever,
it includes other projects as well,
'I'ypes of EquipmentJls efl
ch naval hos ital has built a data processing equipment
inventory to fit Its own peculiar needs, as stater ier,
the equipment tends toward old, o t -'ed punch cord I >ent,
but this choice has been deli!- i in that those hospitals
having fever than 2J0 beds do not require odern e v. ' t at
this itj&ge*
The sa.Iler hospitals, some twelve in number, have selected
the International Business Kaehines type *+02 system as being
adequate for their needs. This system is slow and has a very
ited capacity for data manipulation, rut it is also inexpensive
and permits the use of automated methods in the Ler hospitals.
The system involves the use of such peripheral equipment as
card punches, card verifiers, card interpreters, sorters,
reproducing punches, and calculating punches,
'the larger Itala have -ended toward the UKIVAC 1001*
utera ugh three of the larger hospitals are still using
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an IB! type ^0? system. The UNIVAC system is a card tabulating
system somewhat similar to the IBM M-02 system previously described
except that it incorporates the capacity for core storage of 9^1
characters of digital information. This gives it a configuration
similar to a small scale computer 5 however, unlike the computer,
It is programmed with a wired control panel rather than with a
stored program. It is faster than many stored program computers
when using card input and output, and will have the cability
of bt ing linked with a magnetic tape drive in the near future.
Its core storage will permit core to core trans .is r ion of data
between machines at a relatively low speed. The system requires
peripheral equipment such as card punches, card verifiers, and
sorters to make it effective.
The medical centers at Bethesda, Maryland and Pensacola,
Florida have, in addition to their punch card equipment, an IBM
type 1620 digital 1 uer to handle the demands placed upon
them by the research conducted at these locations.
Appendix B gives further lis by hospital of the systems
presently installed or contenr lated, but as can be se-n from this
brief description, naval hospitals are a long way from the large
scale computerized data processing system described in Chapter I.
Exactly how far away, and what they must do to arrive at this





HOW CLOSE ARE NAVAL HG L8
Dr. Willlain ft, Best, writing in the Journal of the American
Medical Aj tlon, st tes that:
In years to cor; e, I predict, computers will
exert a profound influence on the practice
of medicine. They will not replace the
y sic Ian but they will result in a profound
ening of his diagnostic and therapeutic
llltles* Predictions regarding the number
of physicians needed for the future will
probably prove in error, for computers will
IB] rove the effectiveness of thi individual
physician. The computer will be a suik rconsulttnt
1th a fabulous mm ory *nd a keen ability
to apply statistical methods to the pro-
of the individual patient* Computers are at
present providing peneral information services to
rdicine and aiding in a number of research
studies. In the future they will ser ey
role 1b • cj ing medical c re by relieving
physicians and hospital personnel of many routine
tasks; by eliminating communication bottlenecks
within the hospital', by a suring complete, concise,
ible patient records? and by reinforcing the
physicians memory and analytical abilities*
o
Dr. Cesar A, Caceres, in Circulation Research }
It is pertinent to think of analysis of medical
data, including the diagnosis, as a result of
a subjective Integra of multiple variables
w i th 1n a phy s i c ian ' s mind
.
routine c i,er integration of multiple
data rs to be a gooc diate use
chines to free the physician from part
of the necessary humdrum of cine.
^William R. Best, . ., The F ale of Computers in





Because data handling by physician and
that done by a computer are similar, statistical
techniques can simulate the nonlinear,
multivariate analysis that physicians use
in ordinary day to day work.
Here Dr. Caceres was concerned primarily with the use of
computers in
:
rocessing data for diagnosis. But given the proper
programming | the same computers can be used for management, for
information storage and retrieval, for research, for biological
simulation, and for statistical analyses. In fact, it has been
repeatedly demonstrated that real time data processing systems
can serve as an instrument for all types of data integration
in many diverse areas.
For example, the airlines have developed a real time system
for recording and controlling reservations and seat availability.
They are presently working on a maintenance scheduling system.
Aircraft manufacturers have initiated production controls in
real time, and the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts is developing
a real time requisitioning system. Other industries are working
on similar projects.
However, one of the prerequisites of a real time system is
that it be developed on a total systems basis so that each of
the parts developed is compatible with others developed previously*
Only in this way can the individual pieces of the system be
integrated into one overall system, for it is much too complex
a task to attempt to develop the entire system at one time.
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And herein lies the greatest problem in naval hospitals.
Despite their pr i in punched card data processing, and desi ite
their developing capability in hospital information systems they
e a long way to go. They have yet to approach the problem
of hospital data processing as a total Integrated system of data
flow, including all parts of the hoi ach exiense and tiiaa
is necessary to develop sophisticated programs for the computers}
naval hospitals have yet to make a start in this direction.
A second great obstacle is to discover exactly what types
of transactions take place in naval hospitals froffl day to day.
The record here is considerably better, for a st as been
made and in fact the punch card system presently in use is based
upon this start, but the information must be expanded to a total
systems approach.
A third obstacle is the lack of good exchange of information
with other workers in the area of automated systr for hospitals.
The work being done by the Veterans Administration in their
1
reject in hospital systems simulation at Los kng- is
one example of information that could be used, the Baylor Universlt7
Medical Center study^ is another. The National Institutes of
*lth program for a regional computer network, 3 or i ofessionai.
^Harold H. Wilson, "Simulated Design of a Patient Data
System," Data Processing for 1 Management, May 1963.
2lvertz, optcj^t
3"Begional Computer Centers," (editorial), The American
journal of dicing, March 1963, p. 295.

Activities Study at Ann Arbor, Michigan, c uld prove extremely-
valuable to naval hospitals in developing their future system.
In fact, the Veterans Administration study could provide finished
programs and routines that would apply directly to naval hospital
systems,
A fourth obstacle is the need for standardization of systems.
In the beginning, each naval hospital equipped to do so was assignee
several areas in the overall program and asked to develop programs
and procedures in these areas that could be used by all naval
hospitals. In fact, it was this approach that enabled naval
hospitals to move into the data processing field as rapidly as
they have*
However, the speed with which these projects were developed
left some areas only partially standardized and each hos 1 has
attempted to fill in the gaps with its own programs. This has
been successful, but future integration of systems requires that
all hospital programs be standardized to the greatest degree
possible. Current thinking is to attempt to standardize equipment
configurations in each hospital to an IFr type ^+02/1 system for
the smaller hospitals or to a UNIvAC type lOOVC card corny: uter for
the larger hospitals, leaving the IBM 1620 digital computers for th^
two medical centers to support research. Following this, or pro-
ceeding concurrently if possible, completely standarlzed programs
must be developed in all areas, by those hospitals equipped to do sty*
Other problems have occurred, of which the following are
examples.
^Virgil N. Slee, M.D., "Automation in the Management of
Hospital Records," Circulation research . 11:3> P« ^37 (1963).
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There has been considerable resistance to the naval ho
data processing program though lack of knowledge of its Cits.
This resistance is understandable when one c nsiders the fact
that the program has come from a system of manual data processing
in I960 to an almost complete system of automated data processing
in 1963 Things have mov* 1 to enable the people in
3 to keep th and to understand the program and its
taps Hities. In fact, the data processing people themselves
hsve had trouble kee up vlti it. Of course, tJ nd
education will solve I of this problem, but it may require
seme retrenchment in the data processing program to enable
knowledge to ei tc". up with technology,
ihe lack of trained personnel capable of doing ii
work associated with development of the program 1 been a problem.
The philosophy lias been to train personnel already on board, and
subject to potential replacement by the d roce* system,
to take on the syste:Bl rk and become a part of the da.1
processing effort. This appror 1 s worked well in most instances
and has Kept personnel dismissals at a minimum* But training and
education Of personnel in management of data processing operations
is needed if ns osputals are to retain thair in-house capability
As noted previously, there is a tre d toward the UHI
type IOOU/C card computer sys em In the larger hospitals. is
trend can re expected I itinue, and may u!1 -iy result in a
compl ., 'zed system using equipment that is more
sophisticated than the UNIVAC 100*+. An interim step sight be the
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establishment of regional processing centers using large scale
computers linked t als bp data transmission lines, however,
ultimately, it would appear that each hospital must have its own
-histicnted equipment to enable it to process its data in real
time rather than after the fact as is being done at present,
Frederick E. V/ertz, writing in Hospitals zine, A has
defined the problem which naval hospitals face. Kr. Vertz
states:
^chines of the future will result from research
done today, most of which is directed and
sponsored by the military establishment.
Obviously then, naval hospital* have a responsibility to
provide leadership in this area of c erized syste;
The computer hardware necessary for the systems already
exists. Naval hospitals have made great progress in punched
card systems, but they must provide the leadership necessary to
develop computerized systems.
Given continued emphasis in the area of automation of data
processing, and, given a re-orien n of effort toward computers
on the next few years, naval hospitals can make the hospital of
,0 seem totally obsolete by the time 19&0 arrives.





This appendix consists of a copy
of the Cornell Medical Index-Health


























Directions: This questionnaire is for WOMEN ONLY,
If you can answer YES to the question asked, put a circle around the (Yes)
If you have to answer NO to the question asked, put a circle around the C Nc>)
Answer all questions. If you are not sure, guess.
1. Do you need glasses to read? Yes
2. Do you need glasses to see things at a dis-
tance? Yes
3. Has your eyesight often blacked out com-
pletely? Yes
\ 4. Do your eyes continually blink or water? Yes
5. Do you often have bad pains in your eyes? ... Yes
6. Are your eyes often red or inflamed? Yes
7. Are you hard of hearing? Yes
8. Have you ever had a bad running ear? Yes
9. Do you have constant noises in your ears? Yes
3
10. Do you have to clear your throat frequently? Yes
11. Do you often feel a choking lump in your
throat? Yes




13. Is your nose continually stuffed up? Yes
14. Do you suffer from a constantly running
nose: Yes
15. Have you at times had bad nose bleeds? Yes
16. Do you often catch severe colds? Yes
17. Do you frequently suffer from heavy chest
ilds? Ye
i 18. When you catch a cold, do you always have
to go to bed? Yes
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20. Do you get hay fever? Yes
21. Do you suffer from asthma? Yes
22. Are you troubled by constant coughing? Yes
23. Have you ever coughed up blood? Yes
24. Do you sometimes have severe soaking sweats
at night? Yes
25. Have you ever had a chronic chest condition? Yes
26. Have you ever had T.B. (Tuberculosis) ? Yes




Has a doctor ever said your blood pressure
was too high? Yes
Has a doctor ever said your blood pressure
was too low? Yes
30. Do you have pains in the heart or chest? Yes
31. Are you often bothered by thumping of the
heart? Yes
32. Does your heart often race like mad? Yes
33. Do you often have difficulty in breathing? ... Yes
34. Do you get out of breath long before anyone
else? Yes
35. Do you sometimes get out of breath just sit-
ting still? Yes
36. Are your ankles often badly swollen? Yes
37. Do cold hands or feet trouble you even in hot
weather? Yes
38. Do you suffer from frequent cramps in your
legs? Yes No
39. Has a doctor ever said you had heart trouble? Yes No
40. Does heart trouble run in your family? Yes No



















Cornell University Medical College
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D41. Have you lost more than half your teeth? Yes No
42. Are you troubled by bleeding gums? Yes No
43. Have you often had severe toothaches? Yes No
44. Is your tongue usually badly coated? Yes No
45. Is your appetite always poor? Yes No
46. Do you usually eat sweets or other food be-
tween meals? Yes No
47. Do you always gulp your food in a hurry? ... Yes No
48. Do you often suffer from an upset stomach? Yes No
49. Do you usually feel bloated after eating? Yes No
50. Do you usually belch a lot after eating? Yes No
51. Are you often sick to your stomach? Yes No
52. Do you suffer from indigestion? Yes No
53. Do severe pains in the stomach often double
you up? Yes No
54. Do you suffer from constant stomach trouble? Yes No
55. Does stomach trouble run in your family? ... Yes No
56. Has a doctor ever said you had stomach
ulcers? Yes No
57. Do you suffer from frequent loose bowel
movements? Yes No
58. Have you ever had severe bloody diarrhea? Yes No
59. Were you ever troubled with intestinal
worms? Yes No
60. Do you constantly suffer from bad con-
stipation ? Yes No
61. Have you ever had piles (rectal hemor-
rhoids) ? Yes No
62. Have you ever had jaundice (yellow eyes
and skin) ? Yes No
63. Have you ever had serious liver or gall blad-
der trouble? Yes No
E
64. Are your joints often painfully swollen? Yes No
65. Do your muscles and joints constantly feel
stiff? Yes No
66. Do you usually have severe pains in the arms
or legs? Yes No
67. Are you crippled with severe rheumatism
(arthritis) ? Yes No
68. Does rheumatism (arthritis) run in your
family? Yes No
69. Do weak or painful feet make your life
miserable? Yes No
5>+
70. Do pains in the back make it hard for you to
keep up with your work? Yes No
71. Are you troubled with a serious bodily dis-
ability or deformity? Yes No
F
72. Is your skin very sensitive or tender? Yes No
73. Do cuts in your skin usually stay open a long
time? Yes No •
74. Does your face often get badly flushed? Yes No
75. Do you sweat a great deal even in cold
weather ? Yes No
76. Are you often bothered by severe itching? ... Yes No
77. Does your skin often break out in a rash? Yes No
78. Are you often troubled with boils? Yes No
G
79. Do you suffer badly from frequent severe
headaches? Yes No
80. Does pressure or pain in the head often make
life miserable? Yes No
81. Are headaches common in your family? Yes No
82. Do you have hot or cold spells? Yes No
83. Do you often have spells of severe dizziness? Yes No
84. Do you frequendy feel faint? Yes No
85. Have you fainted more than twice in your
life? Yes No
86. Do you have constant numbness or tingling
in any part of your body? Yes H*
87. Was any part of your body ever paralyzed? Yes No
88. Were you ever knocked unconscious? Yes No
89. Have you at times had a twitching of the face,
head or shoulders? Yes No
90. Did you ever have a fit or convulsion (epi-
lepsy) ? Yes No
91. Has anyone in your family ever had fits or
convulsions (epilepsy) ? Yes No
92. Do you bite your nails badly? Yes No
93. Are you troubled by stuttering or stammer-
ing? Yes No
94. Are you a sleep walker? Yes No
95. Are you a bed wetter? Yes No
96. Were you a bed wetter between the ages of
8 and 14? Yes No
GO TO NEXT PAGE
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97. Have your menstrual periods usually been
painful? Yes
98. Have you often felt weak or sick with your
periods? Yes
99. Have you often had to lie down when your
periods came on? Yes
00. Have you usually been tense or jumpy with
your periods? Yes
01. Have you ever had constant severe hot flashes
and sweats? Yes
02. Have you often been troubled with a vaginal
discharge? Yes
,03. Do you have to get up every night and
urinate? Yes
.04. During the day, do you usually have to
urinate frequently? Yes
105. Do you often have severe burning pain when
you urinate? Yes
106. Do you sometimes lose control of your blad-
der? Yes
107. Has a doctor ever said you had kidney or
bladder disease? Yes
I
108. Do you often get spells of complete exhaustion
or fatigue? Yes
109. Does working tire you out completely? Yes
110. Do you usually get up tired and exhausted in
the morning? Yes
111. Does every little effort wear you out? Yes
112. Are you constandy too tired and exhausted
even to eat? Yes
113. Do you suffer from severe nervous exhaus-
tion? Yes
114. Does nervous exhaustion run in your family? Yes
J
115. Are you frequently ill? Yes
116. Are you frequently confined to bed by ill-
ness? Yes
117. Are you always in poor health? Yes
118. Are you considered a sickly person? Yes

























120. Do severe pains and aches make it impossible
for you to do your work? Yes INo
121. Do you wear yourself out worrying about
your health? Yes No
122. Are you always ill and unhappy? Yes No
123. Are you constantly made miserable by poor
health? Yes No
K
124. Did you ever have scarlet fever? Yes No
125. As a child, did you have rheumatic fever,
growing pains or twitching of the limbs? Yes No
126. Did you ever have malaria? Yes No
127. Were you ever treated for severe anemia (thin
blood) ? Yes No
128. Were you ever treated for "bad blood"
(venereal disease) ? Yes No
129. Do you have diabetes (sugar disease) ? Yes No
130. Did a doctor ever say you had a goiter (in
your neck) ? Yes No
131. Did a doctor ever treat you for tumor or
cancer? Yes No
132. Do you suffer from any chronic disease? Yes No
133. Are you definitely under weight? Yes No
134. Are you definitely over weight? Yes No
135. Did a doctor ever say you had varicose veins
(swollen veins) in your legs? Yes No
136. Did you ever have a serious operation? Yes No
137. Did you ever have a serious injury? Yes No
138. Do you often have small accidents or in-
juries? Yes No
L
139. Do you usually have great difficulty in falling
asleep or staying asleep? Yes No
140. Do you find it impossible to take a regular
rest period each day? Yes No
141. Do you find it impossible to take regular daily
exercise? Yes No
142. Do you smoke more than 20 cigarettes a
day? Yes No
143. Do you drink more than six cups of coffee or
tea a day? Yes No
144. Do you usually take two or more alcoholic
drinks a day? Yes No
TURN TO NEXT PAGE
M145. Do you sweat or tremble a lot during exam-
inations or questioning? Yes
146. Do you get nervous and shaky when ap-
proached by a superior? Yes
147. Does your work fall to pieces when the boss
or a superior is watching you? Yes
148. Does your thinking get completely mixed up
when you have to do things quickly? Yes
149. Must you do things very slowly in order to
do them without mistakes? Yes
150. Do you always get directions and orders
wrong? Yes
151. Do strange people or places make you
afraid? Yes
152. Are you scared to be alone when there are no
friends near you? Yes
153. Is it always hard for you to make up your
mind? Yes
154. Do you wish you always had someone at your
side to advise you? Yes
155. Are you considered a clumsy person? Yes
156. Does it bother you to eat anywhere except in
your own home? Yes
N
157. Do you feel alone and sad at a party? Yes
158. Do you usually feel unhappy and depressed? Yes
159. Do you often cry? Yes
160. Are you always miserable and blue? Yes
161. Does life look entirely hopeless? Yes
162. Do you often wish you were dead and away
from it all? Yes
o
163. Does worrying continually get you down? Yes
164. Does worrying run in your family? Yes
165. Does every little thing get on your nerves and
wear you out? Yes
166. Are you considered a nervous person? Yes
167. Does nervousness run in your family? Yes
168. Did you ever have a nervous breakdown? Yes



























170. Were you ever a patient in a mental hospital
(for your nerves) ? Yes
171. Was anyone in your family ever a patient in
a mental hospital (for their nerves) ? Yes
172. Are you extremely shy or sensitive? Yes
173. Do you come from a shy or sensitive family? Yes
174. Are your feelings easily hurt? Yes
175. Does criticism always upset you? Yes
176. Are you considered a touchy person? Yes

























Do you have to be on your guard even with
friends? Yes T
Do you always do things on sudden impulse? Yes No
Are you easily upset or irritated? Yes N
Do you go to pieces if you don't constantly
control yourself? Yes No
Do little annoyances get on your nerves and
make you angry? Yes Noj
Does it make you angry to have anyone tell
you what to do? Yes No
Do people often annoy and irritate you? Yes No
Do you flare up in anger if you can't have
what you want right away? Yes No
Do you often get into a violent rage? Yes No
Do you often shake or tremble? Yes No
Are you constantly keyed up and jittery? Yes No
Do sudden noises make you jump or shake
56
badly
Do you tremble or feel weak whenever some-
one shouts at you? Yes No
Do you become scared at sudden movements
or noises at night? Yes No
Are you often awakened out of your sleep by
frightening dreams? Yes No
Do frightening thoughts keep coming back in
your mind? Yes No
Do you often become suddenly scared for no
good reason? Yes No




N OF DATA PRO ING SYS1.
PRESENTLY INSTALLED OR CONTEMPLATED
uipraent is listed by hospital)
U. S. Naval Hospital, Annapolis, Maryland, Annapolis has
a type S70 document writer system, This is a simple data recorder
with back up support furnished by the National Naval Medical
Center, Bethesda, Maryland . Annapolis anticipates that it will
expand to an type ^02/50 system sometime within the near
future.
U, S. Naval Hospital and National Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, Maryland* Bethesda has a UNIVAC IOOVC system
and an IBM type 1620 digital computer system installed. The
UUIVAC system is, for all intents, a small scale punch card
computer, while the IBM 1620 is a small scale scientific
digital computer used primarily to support the research projects
of the National Naval Medical Center, Both installations are
located organizationally under the Medical Center but provide
primary support to the hospital and activities located in the
Medical Center Complex. The UNIVAC system and the IBM system
are compatible.
U. S. Naval Hospital, Bremerton, Washington. Bremerton
has an IBM 1+02/50 system installed but soon expects to go to an




U.S. Naval Hospital, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. The
Hospital at Camp Lejeune is located on a Marine Corps station
and supports some of the research being done on >farine Corps
recruits. Camp Lejeune presently has an IBM type hOJ system
installed. In addition, a field research laboratory located
at Camp Lejeune has a small analog computer installed for making
temper ture and cardiovascular studies in recruits. The analog
puter is equipped with an analog to digital converter for
maintaining a punch card output which is subsequently processed
by the hospital.
U.S. Naval Hospital, Camp Pendleton, California, Camp
Jendleton is also located on a Marine Corps station and supports
research projects being conducted on recruits. The hospital is
presently equipped with a UNIVAC type lOOVC system.
U.S. Naval Hospital, Charleston, South Carolina* Charleston
is equipped with an IBM type M-02/1 system. No changes are
anticipated in the immediate future.
L... Naval Hospital, Chelsea, Massachusetts. Chelsea is
equipped with a UK IVAC lOOVC system with which it supports itself
as well as providing back up support to the U.S. Naval Hospitals
Newport, Rhode Island and Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
U.S. Naval Hospital, Corpus Christie, Texas. The installation
at Corpus Christie Is not yet operational. They expect delivery
and installation of an IBM type ^02/50 system on 10 January 1961*.
U.S. Naval Hospital, Great Lakes, Illinois. The hospital
at Great Lakes sup? orts research projects conducted by the Navy
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Preventive Medicine Unit located there as well as its own projects.
It presently has an IB! type k07 system installed hut anticipates
installation of a UNIVAC type lOOVC on 1 March 1961*.
U.S. Koval Hospital, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The hospital
at Guantanamo Bay has been overlooked for obvious reasons in
the naval hospital automatic data processing program. Although
they could very easily support an IBM type *+02/50 system, they
are presently pros d to receive only an IBM type 870 document
writer system. This system will be used primarily in the patient
affairs area for recording data to be processed at some other
location.
U.S. Naval Hospital, Guam, Marianas Islands. The hospital
at Guam is equipped with an IBM type ^02/50 system. No Immediate
changes are anticipated.
U.S. Naval Hospital, Key West, Florida. The hospital at
Key est is one of the smallest in the Navy. Initially it was
planned that Key West would be supported in their data processing
by the U.S. 1 Station, Key West, Florida which is located
jacent to the hospital. However, after two years of study and
feasibility tests, it appears that this arrangement is not
workable. Therefore, Key West is programmed to receive an IBM
*+C2/50 installation in the near future.
U.S. Naval Hospital, Jacksonville, Florida. The hospltsd
at Jacksonville has an IBM V02/1 system Installed. No immediate
changes are anticipated.
U.S. Naval Hospital, his, Tennessee. The hospital at

Memphis Is presently equipped with an IB; *+ 2/50 installation.
Within the near future it is planned to : ce th th an II
type U02/1 syst'
Na\al Hospital, ort, Rhode Island* Originally
it was planned to give the hospital at Newport an IBM type 870
document writer system and provide back up support from the
U.S. Haval Hospital at Chelsea, Mas-achusetts* This plan proved
unworkable however, and Newport has installed an TBI* type 1+02/50
system. This system will be updated to an IBM type h02/l system
In the near future.
U.S. Naval Hospital, Oakland, California* The he 1 at
Oakland has one of the oldest systems In existence. It has
progressed frou; an IBM type *+G2/l system to an IBM type ^07 system,
and Is now operating a UNIVAC type 100*+/C card computer,
changes are planned for the immediate future*
U.O. Haval hospital, >>rida, a .viation
teal Center, Pensaec-Xa, Florida. The installation at Fx-nsacola
is located organic 'ally under the control of the Naval
Aviation Medical Center* It supports both the C i the
Hospital as well as several smaller medical activities in the
area* Because of the r ch demands placed on it by the
Aviation Medical Center It Is the second largest (second to
,
Maryland) in the naval hospital program* It presently
incorporates an IBM type 1620 scientific digital computer system,







ho:: I at Phlladel ias done a mt of the
program and systems that has enabled the naval fa fcal
automatic data processing program to m- i.y as
it has. Their ac>- ve been primarily in tl. aa of
staff personnel ad iration and. supply operations. They are
presently equipped with a V ,/pe ICOV ' o.-rd cotnruter.
ital, Portsmouth, Sew ire. The hospital
at uth, Hew Hampshire is a f the lest in the naval
hospital complex. They are equi- : ed ft IBM type *+02/50
system which Should be adequate for their future needs.
U.S. Haval Hospital t Portsmouth, Virginia. The h. I at
Portsmouth, Virginia acted as the pilot installation for data
ocesslng in naval hospitals beginning la early I960. They did
t of the developmental work surrounding the accrual accounting
system and the civilian payroll system in use in all hospitals at
the mt time. TV ressed t :h an IE?i type 1+02/50
system to an IBM type H02/1 system tc t-s. TTV type ho? system and,
finally, to their present system which i? orates a UNIVAC type
.;:.mter* No further changes are anticipated in the
future*
al, Quantico, Virginia. The hospital at
aatice has been slow getting: started with automatic data
processing for a variety of reasons. ,ry among these reasc.
is its clos' vxiraity {& s) to the National Ksval Medical
Centel hesda, ! nd. At first it was planned to place
ntleo under > sdieal Center for data proce ort and
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an IBi; type 870 document writer system was installed at Quantico
to this end, However, this arrangement has not worked satisfac-
torily and Quantieo is progr to receive an IBM type ^02/50
system in the near future.
V*». Rewti ': ospit- . an Diego, California* The hospital
at Gan Diego in the largest in the naval L complex • Its
bed c ty of 2000 operating beds and its heavy outpatient
workload make it a prime location for a small digital computer.
However, b ego is presently doing their work with a IOOVC
card l ter which seems ad '"or the immediate future.
San Diego has be&zi instrumental in developing the surgical data,
the surgical pahology data, and the tumor r- gistry data application* 1
presently being used in other naval hospitals.
U.S. Haval I al, St. Albans, B§* York, The hospital
at St, Albans is supported by an IB! type hQ7/$Q system which
seems adequate for the Immediate future.
U.S. tfaval Hospital, Xokosuka, Japan. The hospital at
Yokosuka Is tfcly supported by an IBM type *+02/50 system which
it is planned to update to an IBK type *+C2A system in the near
future. It is interesting to note that some of the lower echelon
dai messing personnel at the installation are Japanese t Jo-
nals. 1'hese people were trained locally end haxe had very little
difficulty assimilating the background knowledge necessary to
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